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Super Mario Run is fun? The answer is very funny. However, simply using Parkour for classification seems not appropriate. Because Super Mario Run is more of a puzzle controller than the average parkour game, and it's not that hard. The action of the game is actually very simple, Mario automatically forward, short
jump, long press to the high point in the traditional Super Mario Bros series. People tortured to death 70% of monsters can be automatically avoided, compared to the platform action games greatly simplified, but the level of difficulty of the game increased only not decrease. To make up for the gameplay that simplifies
and weakens the game, the game designer has designed a number of top-up gadgets: a forward-facing arrow grille that can stand farther above; a grid of arrows facing backwards, which can jump backwards; Pause in the above action pause and so on. These devices must not be an abbreviation that facilitates border
crossing. Instead, you don't want to be able to close these gateways. Game designers at the level of control design is really wonderful, the game six worlds, a total of 24 minor, each level can give people a completely different feeling, sprint, climb, fly through the plains, deep caves , explore the castle, these rich
adventures will not be lost due to the simple action of fun, but because of the magnificent level layout , people can experience the charm of each of the different worlds. Although most monsters in the game can automatically turn around, there are still two chances to die, but this is again a goodwill trap. Because in some
places you need to use the pace of trekking monsters to jump in, after each death, bubble to send you back and not give you a chance to rebirth, as it is one that allows you to think about using this mechanism to maximize access to gold opportunities. Because of these settings, each of your actions, your jump, are no
longer limited to avoiding monsters and cliffs, more is to better adjust your own progress rate, and better mystery map customs clearance Question - yes, that does not mean that you can avoid all the dangers you can get the gold color required for customs clearance, every gold coin are up to you by constant thinking ,
analysis, gain experience, if you want the first customs clearance to get all the colored gold coins, it is basically impossible. These wonderful level designs naturally raise the level of difficulty of the game, but when you go through the level you will experience the heart felt joy, as you will know that it is not a lucky
settlement, but rather through hard work and due to your own strength only customs clearance, gives you a sense of accomplishment is not the usual parkour game you can compare. In addition to the basic world tour, the games include rallying and building a system that also gives players the joy of getting around. To
put it so much, Super Mario Run as Nintendo's first hand for water testing, the quality far exceeds people's expectations, compared to others with the fully portable fried rice mobile platform that is new to the mobile game maker is simply the conscience of the industry, if you want to feel the allure of this classic IP in a
mobile gaming platform, this is definitely a good choice, so more gamers like the game can play such a good game. A guide app made by Cat Mario fans, Cat Mario is right under its name inspired by mario games. This is a free 2D flash game developed in Japan. The character in Cat Mario has a cat-like face, but has a
body that looks like a human body and can walk on two legs like humans. It's pretty cute. However, the game is not as charming as the character herself. It can be quite difficult for someone. The mission is not to rescue the princess, you only have to overcome 6 stages of Cat Mario instead. 6 Stages of Cat Mario can
make you go crazy because of the difficulties and challenges you have to go through. This is an unofficial guide app by Cat Mario fans, this Cat Mario guide contains tips, useful information and it's likely that you'll find some valuable information here.if you download this app you'll learn and know all the tips that can help
you play Cat Mario well and enjoy it. - This is not a CHEAT or HACK♔ Waiver/Legal Notice: We have made this app only as a free FAN app without cheats, only for those who want to enjoy Cat Mario Game.If there is any trademark or copyright infringement that does not occur under fair use, please contact us and we
will immediately take action on it. Thank you.&lt;br&gt; Dans ce jeu, Mario avance constamment et il vous suffit de toucher l'écran pour le contrôler. Agissez au bon moment pour sauter avec style, effectuer des vrilles aériennes ou des sauts muraux, récupérer des pièces et atteindre l'arrivée ! Download Unfair Mario APK
in AndroidFetch free rogue Mario apk on Android devices. Mario is the only game that people loved to play as children. Rogue Mario APK is a pretty demanding game to be precise and it takes a lot of attention to go through the end of the game. Play Now Nee Super Mario Bros U!!! The game is Stll in development in
BETA.Эти обзоры и оценки – от пользователей приложения Aptoide. Чтобы оставить свой – пожалуйста, установите Aptoide.Это приложение прошло проверку на вирусы, вредоносный код и другие внедренные атаки и не содержит никаких угроз.Версия APK1.10Совместимость с 4.1.x+ (Jelly
Bean)РазработчикРазрешения3Подробная информация Run for your life and pick up the treasure, As you go platformer to play just one button Parkour most spectacular chases Amazing fangame based on nintendo hero platformer involving red ball Don't stop running and avoid tigers Cycling has never been so
dangerous classic. First. The best. Best.
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